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Abstract—This paper investigates the implementation of two types
of scheduling algorithm to obtain the best performances of the
Single Cart Gantry Crane System (GCS). In this research,
Deadline Monotonic Priority Assignment (DMPA) and Earliest
Deadline First (EDF) scheduling algorithm are chosen to be
implemented. The main ideas of this approach is to find the
schedule that more compatible and provide more stable result for
the system. The Cart performances will be analyzed in term of
Settling Time (TS) and Overshoot (OS). In this study, a simple PID
controller that acts as a basic control structure is used. The
application of TRUETIME kernel block also is implemented to be
executed in a MATLAB environment. It has been demonstrated
that implementation of these two algorithms will help this system
to be more stabilized according to appropriate execution time.

Then, the temporal requirement covered the part of the time
the correct result is produced, processor speed, clock
selection, computing resources, and controller sampling time.
Scheduling is an algorithm or technique modelling for
ordering the use of the system resources. A means of
predicting the worst case behavior of the system when the
scheduling algorithm is applied. Scheduling assumption
should be made first before the scheduling can be proceed and
it is important, even for non real time system. In order to
develop the cart GCS, the uses of the scheduling algorithm
method such as Deadline Monotonic Priority Assignment
(DMPA) and Earliest Deadline First (EDF) are chosen to be
investigated in this study.

Index Terms—Cart Gantry Crane System, Deadline Monotonic
Priority Assignment, Earliest Deadline First, Truetime.

I. INTRODUCTION
Safety issues are very important for Gantry Crane System
(GCS). It is because GCS is involved in many of heavy work
environment and need to be controlled precisely. Thus, it has
the potential to cause the accidents and dangerous to others
[1]. The main purpose of this paper is to focus on the single
cart GCS where the positioning of the cart (trolley) is crucial
to be controlled. Cart should be a precious part because of the
effectiveness of the cart will reduce time for the loading work
and effect the sways of the payload. The cart should move as
fast as possible, but it should not make a huge impact on the
oscillation of the payload [2-3]. Since this system is faced
with real time operation, implementation of the real time
scheduling algorithm is executed to study the effect of this
algorithm to the cart system. A real time system is the one in
which the correctness of the result that is not only depends on
the logical correctness of the calculation, but also upon the
time at which the result is made available. Real time system is
divided into two (2) requirements, namely control system and
temporal requirement. The control system requirement is
covered in terms of transient response which are Settling
Time (TS) and Overshoot (OS).
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II. SCHEDULING ALGORITHM
A. Deadline Monotonic Priority Assignment (DMPA)
DMPA is the one that assigns the priorities in inverse order to
their parameters. Each job should have assigned by the
priority instant of time and the processor allocated to the
requirement priority jobs. Without the loss, the task will be
indexed to the priority in decreasing order. The DMPA
derivation should have effected the loss of accuracy, but the
performance guarantees can be obtained by using the
concepts of augmentation. Various research of DMPA has
been developed in many applications. In some research, it
engaged the constant-time admission for DMPA task [4]. The
new task can be feasible scheduled together with the currently
running task by the decision of the admission control test.
DMPA scheduling policies hardly depend on the deadline,
shorter or longer the tasks, and the highest priority assigned in
the system. In case the deadlines are less than periods, the
DMPA scheduling policies are the right and perfect choice to
be implemented as the scheduling algorithm. Its relevance
because of the DMPA is supported by the real time scheduling
system. From the previous study, researchers proposed the
improvement of the priority assignment for global fixed
priority pre-emptive scheduling in multiprocessor real-time
systems [5]. Formally, DMPA is relatively poor in
performance in microprocessor case. But, for ordering
independent synchronous task with the deadline that less or
equal to the period, Deadline Monotonic Priority Ordering
(DMPO) is an optimal scheduling. Normally, the scheduling
test has the difficulties in their time prediction and
pseudo-polynomial complexity. It required the priority to be
sorted decreasing order to schedule the system due to this
complexity and larger systems. By the schedule under DMPA
scheduling algorithm load test, it always less pessimistic than
the hyperbolic bound and the load
test will perform a clear accuracy
improvement, and detect more
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schedulable task. This test does the clear prove about the
ability of the DMPA scheduling. In [6], the issue regarding on
the application of Real-Time scheduling techniques (RT
scheduling technique) is discussed. The approach has been
separated into global scheduling and partitioned scheduling
where global scheduling usually can stored same number
highest priority task and in the same global queue. As for the
partitioned scheduling, it has the advantage in partitioned the
task after the uniprocessor being reduced. Some comparison
has been made between DMPA and EDF scheduling
algorithm [7]. There are some advantages and disadvantages
of these two approaches. The EDF algorithm known as the
optimal schedulability on uniprocessor and the DMPA
algorithm known as the real-time system that widely used.
DMPA is a simpler implementation in operating system and
has the lower run-time overhead, but the disadvantage of this
algorithm is that it will reduce schedulibility.
B. Earliest Deadline First (EDF)
Earliest Deadline First (EDF) is a real time scheduling
algorithm that is used for the dynamic scheduling, task that
required the queue of resource waiting and it always will
selected and accentuate the earliest deadline compared to
other deadline. EDF is normally optimal for any schedule and
priority table. The priority assignment will reduce the
computing priority table to overcome the single-critical
problem that will appear after the single mode for optimal
EDF. From the previous research of using EDF algorithms for
the formation at Dynamic Time-critical Environment, it
proposed about the challenge in decision making for the
complex and dynamic multi-agent system [8]. The rescue
simulation project is for testing coordination and cooperation
mechanisms being the excellent test bed. On other quiet
similar research, it applied mixed-criticality scheduling of
sporadic task systems [9]. In this research, each task has
multiple levels of scheduled of worst-case execution time
estimations. It analyzed the processor speed up using the
EDF-VD (EDF-Virtual Deadlines) because it will contribute
to the field of effectiveness. In the field of the safety-critical
systems, there several problems in term of scheduling and it
increasing the trend of system towards integrating multiple
function on the platform. EDF also has been implemented in a
wireless communication system. From the research in [10], a
Deadline, and Distortion (CD2) Aware Scheduling for Video
Streams over Wireless, it related the CD2 with the EDF and
Best Channel First (BCF). The main of this research is to
achieve the performance gain by using knowledge of packet
deadline, wireless channel conditions, and application
information in systematic and unified ways in the world of
multimedia scheduling.

Fig. 1: Schematic Diagram of GCS [11]
A complete differential equation of the GCS model can be
obtained as [12-13]:
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The first analysis is considered by using a simple PID
controller of a GCS process and intended to give a basic
introduction to the TRUETIME simulation environment as
shown in Fig. 2. The controller task is implemented in a
TRUETIME kernel block that control the process. The
scheduling algorithm will be implemented into the process by
declaration call in MATLAB and TRUETIME kernel block
parameter. The investigation of DMPA and EDF scheduling
algorithm and will be analyzed to observe the effects of
different input-output performances of GCS.

Fig. 2: Single GCS through Simulation
Fig. 3 is the block diagram inside the main block in Single
GCS stated in Fig. 2. This block diagram will compress into
the subsystem that represented as the main block for GCS.

III. MODEL OF THE SYSTEM
In this study, GCS will be used as a system to be investigated
and Fig. 1 shows a schematic diagram of the system.
Normally, two parameters which are desired position (x) and
payload oscillation (θ) will be considered in order to study on
GCS behavior. However, only x is focused and θ will be
ignored. The GCS is modeled based on [11].
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Fig. 4 shows the parameter that has been implemented in the
Single GCS system while Fig. 5 represents the TRUETIME
kernel block. The function block parameter used as the
input-output parameter set-up for the system to be simulated
by right parameter. All the input-output was set up and
declaration script for the scheduling is linked to this function
block parameter.

% Execution time
exectime = 0.02;

% Execution time
exectime = 0.12;

(a)

(b)

% Execution time
exectime = 0.40;

% Execution time
exectime = 0.90;

(c)

(d)

Fig. 7: Execution time for each case
(a) Case 1 (b) Case 2 (c) Case 3 (d) Case 4
A. Simulation Result of DMPA
Fig. 8 shows the priority call for the DMPA and it was
declared in ttInitKernel('prioDM'). This coding for priority
DMPA called by the TRUETIME kernel block.
% Initialize True Time kernel
ttInitKernel('prioDM');
% Task attributes
period = 0.06;
deadline = period;

Fig. 4: Parameter of Single GCS

Fig. 8: DMPA Initialize True Time Kernal and Task
Attributes
According to the various setting on execution time as shown
in Fig. 7, some results can be investigated. By increasing the
execution time, the stability of the single cart GCS is slowly
disrupted. It can be seen clearly in Fig. 9.

Fig. 5: Function Block Parameter for TRUETIME Kernel
Block
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, there are four cases to be simulated in this
configuration based on different execution time. The example
pattern for the initial declaration codes are illustrated in Fig. 6
and Fig. 7 where purposely written for the changeable pattern
example of execution time task declaration for the system.
The initial period condition is set as 0.06 s and execution time
is set at 0.02 s, 0.12 s, 0.40 s, and 0.90 s for both two
algorithms (DMPA and EDF). For the deadline, it is set as
equal to the period which is 0.06 s.
% Initialize True Time kernel
ttInitKernel('prioXXX');

(a)

(b)

% Task attributes
period = 0.06;
deadline = period;

Fig. 6: Initialize True Time Kernel and Task Attributes
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(c)

(b)

(d)
Fig. 9: Reference Input (r), Trolley Displacement (y) and
Control Signal (u) for DMPA
(a) Case 1 (b) Case 2 (c) Case 3 (d) Case 4
A. Simulation Result of EDF
For EDF, the priority call is set as ttInitKernel('prioEDF') as
shown in Fig.10. This coding for priority DMPA called by the
TRUETIME kernel block.

(c)

% Initialize True Time kernel
ttInitKernel('prioEDF');
% Task attributes
period = 0.06;
deadline = period;
Fig.10: EDF Initialize True Time Kernal and Task
Attributes
The same step and procedure has been implemented for EDF
investigation and the results can be seen in Fig.10.

(d)
Fig. 10: Reference Input (r), Trolley Displacement (y) and
Control Signal (u) for EDF
(a) Case 1 (b) Case 2 (c) Case 3 (d) Case 4
Based on the analysis from the DMPA and EDF algorithm,
the results are similar. Furthermore, it is shown that if
execution time is within the period limit, the corresponding
output is stable. Even though the execution time is increased
to 0.12 s (the value of execution time has increased at 6%), the
system still stable (soft real time) but the percentage of
overshoot is increased.

(a)
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However, the performances of output are going to be
unstable (execution time has increased at 20%). The system is
totally unstable if the execution time is increased as 0.90 s.

[9]
[10]

[11]

Table 1: Effect of Control Performances
Control Performances

[12]

1

Executio
n Time
(s)
0.02

2

0.12

0.006

23

3.3

3

0.40

0.006

50

>5

4

0.90

Case

Period
(s)

Overshoot
(%)

Settling
Time (s)

0.006

6

3.1

0.006
Unstable
V. CONCLUSION

[13]

Unstable

The stability and real time execution of any system is very
important. Thus, implementation of two types scheduling
algorithm is chosen to investigate the stability of single cart
GCS for various execution times. In this study, only cart
displacement is focused because the effectiveness of payload
oscillation depends on cart stability. It will help this system be
more effective and applicable in safe environments. Based on
this study, the system is will be unstable if the execution time
is increased.
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